Abstract We survey genetic improvement (GI) of general purpose computing on graphics cards. We summarise several experiments which demonstrate four themes. Experiments with the gzip program show that genetic programming can automatically port sequential C code to parallel code. Experiments with the StereoCamera program show that GI can upgrade legacy parallel code for new hardware and software. Experiments with NiftyReg and BarraCUDA show that GI can make substantial improvements to current parallel CUDA applications. Finally, experiments with the pknotsRG program show that with semi-automated approaches, enormous speed ups can sometimes be had by growing and grafting new code with genetic programming in combination with human input.
Introduction
Since the effective end of the doubling of CPU processor clock speeds in 2004 with the launch of Intel's 3 GHz Pentium, the use of parallel graphics hardware (GPUs) for main stream computing has become increasingly common. Although general purpose computing on GPUs [65] was originally introduced to take advantage of low cost hardware developed for consumer games market, today GPGPU software may be found on GPUs costing less than $50 to super computers with budgets of $325 million. Indeed (as of Dec 2015) two of the top ten fastest computers on the planet are substantially composed of nVidia GPUs (Tesla K20, see Table 2 ).
Despite the continued exponential rise in parallel processing power (see Fig. 1 ), sequential programs continue to dominate. This is because parallel programming is hard for people. Indeed the non-standard Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) heavily multiple threaded programming required by GPUs (see Fig. 2 ) is especially difficult for people to program efficiently. To compound the double difficulty of ''parallel programming'' and the SIMD (or SIMT 1 ) programming model, until recently GPGPU programming support tools were poor. Recent versions of nVidia's CUDA include a usable performance profiler and C/C?? debugger and there are a few other commercial tools to support GPGPU software development. Probably the best approach, where possible, e.g. for matrix intensive code, is to avoid writing programs for the GPU but instead rely on pre-existing library routines and call them from sequential code running on the host (i.e. the PC or server to which the GPU is attached, see top of Fig. 3 ). Some languages (such as Matlab and R) can automatically exploit GPU hardware for matrix operations. templates, which tends to make them hard to understand. Also it appears that Thrust is sometimes difficult to integrate with other code which accesses the same GPU, and nvBio has some bugs. GPGPU programming has been and still remains hard. This is probably why there are still relatively few GPU Bioinformatics applications [37] . Unfortunately it will not become wide spread whilst it remains an uber-geek activity.
Our approach to deskilling GPGPU software development is different. Largely we take the approach of hoping the existing commercial and open source high level libraries and packages will be successful at easing the path to the development of correct code but rely on the machine to transform correct code into efficient parallel code. Indeed we show (Sects. 5-7) that Genetic Improvement can automatically tailor C source code to get high performance specific to each different GPU.
Genetic improvement for GPGPU
Genetic Improvement is an up and coming topic with a growing range of applications [50, 51] . Whilst Brady et al. [5] used genetic programming to automatically create better than the state-of-the art reflectance functions these are for use with GPUs in traditional computer graphics, rather than general purpose computation on GPUs (GPGPU). Similarly Sitthi-amorn et al. [81] used GP to improve existing graphics shaders, but again this is using graphics hardware for graphics applications rather than GPGPU. (Although Sect. 5 deals with images, its slightly different in that it extracts implicit rather than explicit information from multiple images.) Also in [48] we used GPUs but this was purely to speed genetic programming itself. So far there are five substantial genetic improvement experiments which deal with general computing on GPUs:
1. Section 4 describes evolving a replacement to the most computationally demanding part of the popular Unix compression utility gzip [32] . 2. Section 5 discusses evolving changes to code written by nVidia's vision processing expert which several years later enabled it to be used on modern hardware and software. In addition to the speed ups given by the more powerful GPUs now available, the GI software gave up to a seven fold speed up on real stereo image pairs [34] . See Figs. 19 and 20. 3. In Sect. 6 genetic improvement is applied to the most computationally intensive code used when performing registration of images of the human brain. The NiftyReg package [62] contains many such GPU kernels. So far it has proved impractical to update and tune them all by hand for every software update and for new graphics hardware. The GI approach [44] shows one way in which it may be plausible to attempt to do this automatically. 4. Section 7 discusses the first application of Genetic Improvement in use.
BarraCUDA [29] is a state of the art C?? program which maps short DNA fragments against a reference genome. Aligning (i.e. mapping) short DNA sequences is the first step to assembling a complete DNA sequence for the organism. (Typically a human patient but the process and indeed the software, applies to any living organism. E.g. bacteria, fly or cabbage). Once aligned interesting variations (mutations) in the individual can be found. BarraCUDA was initially created by a team of nVidia, GPGPU and Bioinformatics experts who ported the popular BWA [54] tool to run on GPU hardware. Nevertheless, Sect. 7 will show that genetic programming in combination with manual effort was able to give more than a 100 fold improvement in a critical component. Naturally the overall improvement is more pedestrian but still more than sufficient to convince the owners of BarraCUDA to accept the GI version of the code and make it available. 2 (The GI version has been downloaded more than a 1000 times.) The GI version has been fully integrated, including applying fixes (e.g. to bugs inherited from BWA). The old and new releases of BarraCUDA have been run against BWA and Bowtie2 [38] . Even a £50 GPU running BarraCUDA can be faster than BWA on a twelve core CPU. With a top end nVidia Tesla GPU, BarraCUDA can be more than ten times faster than BWA on a 12 core CPU. 5. Section 8 summarises the first use of the grow and graft GP approach to evolving better GPU code [35] . RNA is an important biological polymer related to DNA. As with many other molecules, RNA's chemical activity is largely dictated by its shape. Unlike proteins, the shape, indeed the range of shapes, into which RNA folds can be predicted by computer models using Dynamic Programming.
Dynamic Programming is essentially a matrix method and so should prove easily parallelisable. However pknotsRG [71, 84] gave very poor performance. This is because typically RNA molecules used in computational experiments are quite short and this limits the degree of parallelism available in the Dynamic Programming matrix, however a modern GPU can readily process many thousands of such matrices. By telling evolution where to evolve new code and using the existing code as a harness, grow and graft GP was able to evolve correct code which ran at up to ten thousand times faster for the shortest RNA molecules. See Fig. 28 . The next section recaps the Genetic Improvement process, including why we use grammar based Genetic Programming, the genetic operations and the use of the existing software and test suite as a test oracle to specify the required functionality. After Sects. 4 to 8 (see above), Sect. 9 puts these results into the wider context and Sect. 10 concludes. (''Appendix'' gives the internet locations of various Genetic Improvement tools.)
Genetic improvement of software
By starting from an existing program GI has several advantages. The first is the existing code becomes a de facto specification. (In the case of automatic bug repair it is assumed that the buggy program is almost correct and only a small part of the existing functionality needs changing [90] .) Every new version of the program produced by GI can be compared against the original. Typically test cases are used both (1) to see if the GI mutant still retains the functionality of the original and (2) to see if it is in some measurable way better than the original.
Combining man and evolution
In non-GPU work we have investigated the active combination of human coding and evolution. For example in Harman et al. [21] we showed that given strong manual hints (e.g., adding the Google translate API to the function set) GP could evolve an international bi-translation feature. Again giving hints (such as a target routine) GP could graft the newly evolved code into a social media package of more than 200,000 lines of C code. More recently this ''grow and graft'' approach has been used to add a Python citation service based on Google Scholar to a sizeable existing web server [27] .
As mentioned in Sect. 1, GPU programming remains difficult. Various approaches have been advanced to move programmers to a higher level. For example, Merrill et al. [61] advocates the use of C?? high level templates. However, from personal experience, such indirection seems to place additional load on the human programmer. Unfortunately the current GI approach is still very much research in progress, but it too has the goal of allowing the machine to do more of the heavy lifting work of getting the code to work efficiently, whilst leaving the role of specifying what needs to be done to the programmer.
The first part of the GI approach to CUDA programming is to use simple optimisation on key CUDA parameters, such as block size. Where there are one or even two such parameters, it may be feasible to try all reasonable values (exhaustive search) before evolving the code. Typically these key parameters are also reoptimised after evolution. As the number of parameters increases, the number of options increases, typically exponentially. For example in Sect. 7, the number of configuration options is 2 13 Â 7 Â 37 ¼ 2;121;728. Therefore the chromosome was expanded to explicitly include these parameters (see Sect. 3.4). Effectively the GI becomes a co-evolution of a grammar based GP evolving code changes and a GA evolving the parameter changes.
In the case of StereoCamera Sect. 5, NiftyReg Sect. 6 and BarraCUDA Sect. 7, heavy use was made of conditionally compiled man-made code (see #ifdef etc. in grammar fragment in Fig. 7 ). The conditional compilation switches become additional fixed parameters, whilst the new code, like the original code, is subject to change by the grammar based GP. The idea being, there are multiple ways of coding CUDA functionality. It is impossible for the novice (and very hard even for an expert CUDA GPU programmer) to know in advance which will be the most efficient. What is worse, code tuned for a particular user load and/or particular GPU may be less efficient with either different load or on a different GPU. For example, in the case of NiftyReg (Sect. 6), there are many hand written kernels and it has proved impossible in practice to re-work them by hand for more modern GPUs.
A common choice is where and in what format to store data. The GPU offers choices such as: on the host (via ''zero copy''), on board global memory, on chip shared memory, texture memory, the texture's read-only cache, constant memory and registers. Each of these have different GPU dependent performance and limitations. The choice of array-of-structures or structure-of-arrays is well known but there may be other choices, such as should the programmer use bytes or words, or in the case of DNA strings, is it worth compressing the data into two bits for each base pair. The implications of any of these choices (which are forced onto the human programmer) are far from obvious. By the use of conventional coding practises, e.g. (inlined) functions and macros, and conditional compilation these choices can be deferred to the machine (in the form of evolution). Also when circumstances change (e.g. the introduction of global memory caches) we can automatically undo customisation for one GPU and re-optimise for another. As well as code mutations, the conditional compilation switches become parameters to be chosen by GI.
For example, the original version of BarraCUDA included a software level cache for the last 8 DNA bases. As with all caches, the goal was to produce better code with the same functionality. By wrapping the code to implement the cache inside conditional compilation under GI control, it was discovered that on modern Teslaclass GPUs, the hardware caches were sufficient and actually the software cache was now slowing down the kernel and could be removed.
The GI fitness function
In evolutionary computation the role of the fitness function is to guide the search. In these experiments, to reduce run-time only a small subset of the available tests need be run to decide which members of the current population will have descendants. To avoid the GI population becoming over specialised, which test cases are used is frequently changed (see also [15, 16, 47, 87] ). Only after evolution does the goal change to validating the evolved code. In validation it is common to use a large number of tests including, to check for over-fitting, tests that were not used during evolution. Indeed it may be feasible (as with gzip, Sect. 4) to operate the new GI graphics card
CUDA kernel on Evolved module
Module to be replaced Record data flows Instrumented gzip Fig. 4 The original code (left) is instrumented to record the input and output data (arrows) of the target function (red) every time it is called. These become the fitness function and test suite for the automatically evolved replacement module running on the GPU. In the context of gzip, the CUDA code ( Fig. 6 ) generated by GP is functionally identical to the C code inside gzip [32] (Color figure online) system back-to-back with the original and verify they produce the same, or at least compatible, answers. (For example, the GI CUDA gzip code was run and compared with the original more than a million times and no difference was ever seen.) Figure 4 shows GI being applied to part of an existing system. The original system is run to gather information about the data used by the module of interest. (In this case the function which uses most of the CPU time.) The function's inputs and corresponding outputs are recorded. These become the definition of the new CUDA kernel. I.e. given these inputs, the old code produced these answers, so the new code should produce the same answers. In floating point code we would allow certain tolerance between the old and the new. Indeed with noisy data or imprecise algorithms, we can imagine the fitness function allowing a bigger discrepancy between the two if there is some possible advantage, such as more quickly calculating a less accurate answer.
Here typically better is defined by the fitness function to mean faster but it could, for example, mean uses less memory [74, 93] , less energy [7, 9, 78] or gives a better tradeoff between speed and quality of the answers [36] . Indeed presenting the user with a range of options which tradeoff multiple axes of improvement may be an avenue to early adoption of GI [19] . In Fig. 5 fitness testing is followed by selection. Since the goal is to generate programs which are better than the original, we typically run the original code on the current test cases to establish its performance as a baseline. To be eligible to have children each mutant has to be better than the baseline. In multi-objective problems, we typically take a relaxed definition of better and only demand the mutant exceed the original's performance in one . Left system to be improved and its test suite. Right genetic programming optimises patches which originate from a grammar that describes the original system line by line. (Shown for BarraCUDA Sect. 7.) Each generation mutation and crossover create new patches. Each patch's fitness is evaluated by applying it to the grammar and then reversing the grammar to get a patched version of the system. Each patched system is tested on a small randomised subset of the test suite and its answers and resource consumption compared to that of the original system. Patches responsible for better systems procreate into the next generation objective. At present, with a noisy fitness, we use a tolerance to ensure the mutant is truly better. However, one could imagine other systems successfully using selection schemes with more relaxed definitions of what it means to be better than the original code. We use weak selection in the form of binary rank selection, which means each member of the top half of the population produces two children. Again it is possible that schemes with a higher selection pressure, e.g. tournament selection, could be used [42] .
Ensuring for loop termination
Although in recent years GPUs and their software have become more sophisticated, running a kernel that loops indefinitely may require manual intervention to restore control. Hence our evolutionary system always ensures loops terminate. Typically loops are aborted after a predetermined number of iterations and the misbehaving kernel given a poor fitness value. In the CUDA code shown in Fig. 6 , this is implemented by the macro ok. Each time ok is invoked, it increments a hidden perthread counter; after the counter exceeds a generous limit, ok returns false and the thread terminates. The grammar which constrains GP (see Sect. 3.3) is constructed to ensure evolution cannot avoid calling ok and cannot affect the counter.
Protecting array indexes
As with all C code, there is no defined behaviour for when an index goes out of the bounds of the corresponding array. Modern GPU and more recent software tend to be well behaved. However, since not being defined includes the possibility that the GPU locks up until manually rebooted, in practise GP systems usually ensure array indexes are well-behaved:
__device__ int kernel978(const uch *g_idata, const int strstart1, const int strstart2) { int thid = 0; int pout = 0; int pin = 0 ; int offset = 0; int num_elements = 258; for (offset = 1 ; G_idata( strstart1+ pin ) == G_idata( strstart2+ pin ) ;offset ++ ) • Figure 6 shows the use of the wrapper function G_idata, which allows evolved code to access array elements safely by forcing its input to lie in the valid index range of the array. The array bounds are known. Any index outside the valid range is masked into the valid range, without fitness penalty. The grammar is written to ensure G_idata is the only way to access the array.
• GPUs also provide specialist arrays called textures. Although primarily intended to allow arrays storing images to be read via specialised GPU hardware, they can be configured to give defined (and safe) behaviour on index out of bounds errors. However, details of texture caches are not documented and may vary between GPUs. Also caches are always limited. Therefore, replacing an array with a texture may affect performance in unexpected ways.
• In the case of recent GPUs and modern versions of CUDA, it is possible to run the kernels under the protection of the CUDA memcheck tool. memcheck can be <KStereo.cuh_53> ::= "OUTYPE *" <optrestrict_KStereo.cuh_52> "disparityPixel,\n" <KStereo.cuh_78>
::= "#ifdef LOCAL_disparityPixel\n" <KStereo.cuh_79>
::= "float disparityPixel_L [ROWSperTHREAD] ;\n" <KStereo.cuh_80>
::= "#endif /*LOCAL_disparityPixel*/\n" <KStereo.cuh_85>
::= "#ifdef SHARED_disparityPixel\n" <KStereo.cuh_86>
::= <optvolatile_KStereo.cuh_86> "extern __shared__ OUTYPE disparityPixel_S[];\n" <optvolatile_KStereo.cuh_86> ::= " volatile " <KStereo.cuh_88>
::= <optvolatile_KStereo.cuh_86> "int* const disparityMinSSD = (int*)&disparityPixel_S[ROWSperTHREAD*BLOCK_W];\n" <KStereo.cuh_89>
::= <optvolatile_KStereo.cuh_86> "int* const col_ssd = &disparityMinSSD[ROWSperTHREAD*BLOCK_W];\n" <KStereo.cuh_93>
::= "#else /*SHARED_disparityPixel */\n" <KStereo.cuh_95>
::= <optvolatile_KStereo.cuh_86> "extern __shared__ int disparityMinSSD[];\n" <KStereo.cuh_96>
::= <optvolatile_KStereo.cuh_86> "int* const col_ssd = &disparityMinSSD[ROWSperTHREAD*BLOCK_W];\n" <KStereo.cuh_100>
::= "#endif /*SHARED_disparityPixel */\n" <KStereo.cuh_153>
::= "#ifdef DPER\n" <KStereo.cuh_154>
::= " if" <IF_KStereo.cuh_154> " \n" <IF_KStereo.cuh_154>
::= "(dblockIdx==0)" <KStereo.cuh_155>
::= "#endif /* DPER */\n" <pragma_K3> ::= "#pragma unroll 3\n" <pragma_K11> ::= "#pragma unroll 11\n" <_KStereo.cuh_160>
::= "init_disparityPixel(X,Y,i);" <KStereo.cuh_161>
::= "" <_KStereo.cuh_161> "\n" <_KStereo.cuh_161>
::= "init_disparityMinSSD(X,Y,i);" <KStereo.cuh_224>
::= "" <_KStereo.cuh_224> "\n" <_KStereo.cuh_224>
::= "ssd += col_ssd[i+threadIdx.x];" <KStereo.cuh_262>
::= <pragma_KStereo.cuh_262> "for(" <for1_KStereo.cuh_262> ";" "OK()&&" <for2_KStereo.cuh_262> ";" <for3_KStereo.cuh_262> ") \n" <pragma_KStereo.cuh_262> ::= "" <for1_KStereo.cuh_262> ::= "row = 1" <for2_KStereo.cuh_262> ::= "row < ROWSperTHREAD && (row+Y < (height+RADIUS_V))" <for3_KStereo.cuh_262> ::= "row++" <KStereo.cuh_326>
::= " if" <IF_KStereo.cuh_326> " \n" <IF_KStereo.cuh_326>
::= "(X < width && Y < height)" <KStereo.cuh_348>
::= "" <_KStereo.cuh_348> "\n" <_KStereo.cuh_348>
::= "__syncthreads();" used to detect and report addressing errors. However, it imposes a considerable and unpredictable overhead, necessitating well behaved kernels be run again without memcheck to get accurate performance data. The advantage of this approach is that, in the second run, the kernel does not incur the overhead of using G_idata or require the use of textures.
Often the fitness function will penalise code whose indexes go out of range and so prevent the evolution of extreme cases, which might exceed the GPU's hardware protection or memcheck's abilities. Figure 5 shows how GI adapts the traditional evolutionary algorithms search technique. The first (off-line) step is to automatically generate a grammar which describes the target program and legal modifications of it. (See Fig. 7 . Although in BNF format, the grammar is entirely dedicated to this one program and is not general like, for example, the grammar describing the C programming language.) By operating at the CUDA source code level, the grammar approach gives the great advantage of rendering everything, including the GP itself, visible. However, this comes with the disadvantage that (in many computer languages) the GI modified code must be compiled. Therefore, the compiler must be run many times and becomes a significant overhead. (There are ways of reducing this overhead, see Sect. 3.3.1.) In the main evolutionary loop, GI evolves not complete programs but changes to the original program. In the grammar based approach, these are represented in plain text as variable length lists of mutations. These are applied to the grammar, which is then effectively reversed to generate new source code. (The grammar is written in plain text, e.g. Fig. 7 . It describes the source code and source code can be generated from it. Hence modified source code can be generated from the modified grammar.) The modified source code is compiled and the resulting program subject to fitness testing (see Sect. 3.2).
Evolving via a grammar
The grammar ensures the mutated code is syntactically correct (e.g. all the brackets match, there are semi-colons where there should be). However, there may be other, semantic errors, which cause the compilation to fail. Almost all compilation errors are caused by moving a variable out of scope. In some cases, see Sect. 3.7, the genetic operations can be limited to ensure all mutants compile. GP individuals (patch lists) which cause the code to fail to compile are not permitted to enter the breeding pool of parents of the next generation.
Reducing or avoiding the cost of compilation
The major overhead in GI (as with all non-trivial evolutionary programming applications) is the fitness function. In GI the fitness overhead is usually dominated by (1) the compiler overhead and (2) running the program to be improved. There are several ways which might reduce the compiler overhead, some of which have already been demonstrated:
• Use a faster compiler. E.g. replace gcc with tcc.
• Remove (or reduce) compiler optimisation switches, e.g. ÀO.
• Compile only code which GI has changed (c.f. the Unix make tool).
• Pre-compile code which cannot be changed, e.g. C .h include files.
• Compile more than one mutation together in the same file, see Fig. 8 .
• Distribute the compilation across multiple host computers [17] .
• Mutate at lower levels than the source code. E.g. Java byte code [76] or machine code [79, 80] .
• Pre-embed every single mutation to the source code, compile once to create one binary executable which has run-time switches to selectively enable/disable each mutation. In mutation analysis (mutation testing) this super mutant [43] is known as a ''mutation schemata'' [88] .
Bug repair schemes tend to operate not on the source code but on the program's abstract syntax tree (AST) [90] . By performing only legal changes to the AST the program can be modified quickly in a way that is guaranteed to be syntactically correct. However, like our grammar based approach, most errors are caused by moving variables out of scope (but see Sect. 3.7).
Genetic operations
The genetic operations (i.e. mutation and crossover) act via each program's grammar on its source code (see Sect. 3.3; Fig. 7 ). While AST based approaches [90] typically work at the statement level, grammar based GI modifies lines of code. In the case of CUDA some control parameters make a huge difference to performance (e.g. see Fig. 9 , but see also Sect. 3.5). Therefore, as mentioned on page 6, in some cases, these and various conditional compilation flags are made explicit targets for optimisation. This is done by including in the chromosome a fixed part (like a genetic algorithm) with its own point mutation and uniform crossover operations (see Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13 ).
Mutation
Where configuration parameters are used, half of mutations are made to them. In which case one is chosen uniformly at random and its current value is replaced by another of its possible values again chosen uniformly at random, see Fig. 12 . The other half of the mutations are made to the code. In which case the mutation operator appends an additional code patch to the parent (see Fig. 11 ). 
Crossover
Crossover creates a new GP individual from two different members of the better half (Sect. 3.2) of the current population. Where fixed parameters are used, the child inherits each of them at random from either parent (uniform crossover [85] , see Fig. 13 ). Whereas in Langdon and Harman [36] we used append crossover which deliberately increases the size of the offspring, here, on the variable length part of the genome, we use an analogue of Koza's tree GP crossover [30] . Two crossover points are chosen uniformly at random. The part between the two crossover points of the first parent is replaced by the patches between the two crossover points of the Fig. 12 Example of mutation to the configuration part at the start of a GI individual. In this example and in Fig. 13 (all from StereoCamera Sect. 5) the usual GI variable length patch list is augmented by a binary GA like fixed list of parameters represented in plain text. Top parent. Bottom offspring Fig. 13 Example of crossover between GI parents. Parts of two above median parents (top and middle) recombined to yield a child (bottom). (For clarity variable code mutation part shown underneath fixed mutation part and some of the code patches shown stacked to save horizontal space.) second parent to give a single child. (Cf. two point or double crossover [11] .) On average, this gives no net change in length.
Software is not fragile
Whilst in Sect. 3.4 we showed the GI (particularly the GI-GPU) search space is in some parts rugged, here we present more evidence why modern search based optimisation can still make progress.
It is often assumed that computer programs are fragile and that any single change will destroy them totally. Figure 14 , and also [79] , show this is not true. Even though our mutation operators (Sect. 3.4.1) are like changes a human programmer might make, Fig. 14 shows that about 5 in 8 random changes do not change StereoCamera's (Sect. 5) CUDA kernel's output on a randomly chosen test image pair. This test means that all 76,800 pixel values are identical. (Cf. equivalent mutants [94] ). Figure 15 shows the evolution of the effect of our mutation and crossover operations. Notice we see similar effects: whilst some programs which were working are broken by source code changes, a substantial proportion continue to work.
Continuing evolution despite compilation errors
Although apparently tedious, in the case of compiling populations of CUDA kernels it turns out to be relatively easy to ensure the failure of one member of the population to compile does not influence the compilation of others. (This could be done by compiling each member of the population independently but this incurs the [34] running on an nVidia GeForce GT 730 graphics card. 2336 (33 %) ran but made errors (þ). Nine mutants failed to compile due to a bug in the nVidia CUDA 6.0.1 compiler (fixed in CUDA 7.0). 16 caused infinite loops, 318 others failed at run-time. 4400 (62 %) mutants do not change the output at all (''no change''), indeed at least 41 of them are faster (Â). Note log scales overheads mentioned in Sect. 3.3.1.) A simple script can process the compilation error messages and from the line number where the error is reported infer which GI individual(s) failed to compile. These are excluded from the population and the compilation re-tried.
Typically the compiler will report many errors before stopping and so several failing GI individuals can be excluded at once. However, the GCC compiler has a limit of 100 reported errors, after which it gives up. Therefore, it is necessary each time the population is compiled to check in case there are compilation errors which were present before but were not previously reported. Although repeatedly running the compiler suggests a large overhead, this is not so in practise, as typical errors are reported by the compiler early in its operation. This causes the compiler to stop before it gets to its more expensive operations, like machine code generation. That is, for example, the source code will have to be parsed more than once, but parsing and error checking, are relatively cheap compiler operations.
Avoiding out of scope compilation errors
Again although apparently tedious, it turns out to be relatively easy when converting CUDA code to a grammar to (1) keep a track of the scope of each variable and (2) use this to provide a list of line numbers where lines of code containing variables may be inserted without those variables violating their scope limitations. This analysis is done once before evolution starts. In Sect. 7 the scope analysis is made slightly more complex by the use of conditional compilation #if symbols, which cut across C scope. Nevertheless in practice it is entirely feasible to restrict mutations by line number ranges and thus ensure most mutated code compiles.
Post evolution clean up
Evolution's tendency to create overly large solutions has been remarked many times [1, 86] . Whilst tree based GP has specific geometric reasons for it [69] it appears to be inherent in evolution of variable length structures [3, 41, 82] and as expected bloat also arises in GI patch lists. As with Weimer's bug repair, we include an explicit post evolution phase to remove unnecessary changes.
Typically the best GI individual in the last generation is minimised by starting at its beginning and progressively temporarily removing each individual mutation and comparing the performance of the new kernel with the evolved one. Unless the new kernel is worse the mutation is excluded permanently. Often to encourage removal of mutations with little impact, those that make only a small difference to the kernel timing are also removed.
CUDA gzip
The purpose of the gzip experiment is to show evolution can evolve desired functionality using test cases gleaned from existing (human written) code. We chose the longest_match C function from the well known gzip Unix compression tool. gzip was written when Unix was young. It works by scanning the file to be compressed for sequences of bytes which occur multiple times and replacing them in the compressed file by a shorter code. The longer the replaced repeated sequences are the better the compression. longest_match is given a string of bytes and scans forward up to 64 Kbytes in the file to be compressed looking for the longest sequence of bytes which match its input. longest_match is the most computationally demanding part of gzip and in current releases of Unix it is replaced with assembler code. In this first example, a BNF grammar based upon nVidia's own CUDA examples was created by hand and test cases where taken from the Software-artefact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) [25] . The grammar ensures code that looks like an appropriate CUDA kernel with the right number of inputs is created, whilst the fitness function ensured a replacement for longest_match was evolved. The crosses (þ) in Fig. 16 show that the distribution of inputs to longest_-match is highly non-uniform. If our goal was just to optimise the code, it might Fig. 17 Path through the grammar taken by GI to create the gzip CUDA kernel evolved in generation 55. Figure 6 gave the resulting C?? program. Ovals indicate binary decision rules. With shaded ovals the second option was used make sense to concentrate upon the few cases which occur frequently. (Possibly leaving the infrequent cases to be processed by unmodified code.) However, the new code must deal correctly with all inputs. (Here we evolve correct but naive kernels that do not provide any speed up.) To avoid evolution excessively concentrating upon the short popular test cases, these occur less frequently in the test cases used by the fitness function. By avoiding excessive duplication 1,599,028 tests were reduced to 29,315 more uniformly spread examples (line in Fig. 16) . In each generation 100 of these were randomly chosen and used to assess the fitness of every evolved CUDA kernel in the population.
In gzip a complete grammar was created by hand from example code supplied by nVidia. The BNF grammar is coded so that each rule either has no alternatives or there are exactly two alternative productions. Which alternative is to be used is given by the genotype (see Figs. 17, 18) .
The right hand side of Fig. 18 uses Daida et al. [12] 's circular lattice tree format on the final population to illustrate the gzip grammar based GP population converging from the root like tree based GP [8, 40, 60, 82] . (See also http://www.cs. ucl.ac.uk/staff/W.Langdon/gypse/ and supplementary data.)
In the later experiments, Sects. 5 to 8, evolution works by mutating the grammar, rather than deciding which option to take. Hence those grammars are simply a list of rules and productions which, after applying the list of patches, Sect. 3.3, are expanded in order without the possibility of alternatives. 
StereoCamera
StereoCamera was written by nVidia's image processing expert to demonstrate the first version of CUDA and nVidia hardware could process stereo image pairs in real time [83] . Nonetheless, as we shall see, it is possible to evolve substantial improvements starting from Stam's code. (In the animation http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/ staff/W.Langdon/egp2014/AC_k20c_video.gif the inferred distance, z, is shown using false colours for the stereo video recording used to train the GI. AC_k20c_video.gif is also in the supplementary data.) Figure 19 explains StereoCamera's algorithm using as an example a holdout stereo image pair. With correct positioning of the page before your eyes, it is just about possible to get a three-dimensional effect. Table 1 gives the speed up for six types of GPUs. In the case of StereoCamera, two key algorithm specific parameters, ROWSperTHREAD and BLOCK_W, were pre-tuned. By reducing ROWSperTHREAD from the original 40 to 5, pretuning itself gave considerable speed ups (columns 4-5 in Table 1 ). Whereas for the NVS 290, tuning ROWSperTHREAD increased it from 40 to 120, which gave a small improvement (last columns in Table 1 ). nVidia's value for BLOCK_W (64) proved to be optimal for all six GPUs. Fig. 19 Schematic of stereo disparity calculation. Top left and right stereo images. Bottom output. For each pixel stereoKernel calculates the sum of squared differences (SSD) between 11 Â 11 regions centred on the pixel in the left image and the same pixel in the right hand image (blue, not to scale). This is the SSD for zero disparity. The right hand 11 Â 11 region is moved one place to the left and new SSD is calculated (SSD for 1 pixel of disparity). This is repeated 50 times. Each time a smaller SSD is found, it is saved. Thus each output pixel's final value is the distance between left and right images which gives the maximum similarity between them (across an 11 Â 11 region). Real time performance is obtained by parallel processing and reducing repeated calculations (Color figure online) Even using memcheck, but without explicit array index protection, such as using G_idata (Sect. 3.2.2), the older NVS 290 and GTX 295 hardware (Table 2 column 2) would always lock-up before the end a GP run. In Table 1 the ''GI'' columns for the NVS 290 and GTX 295 rows are blank and the last column refers to the speed up achieved by tuning ROWSperTHREAD and BLOCK_W.
With the four more modern GPUs, the best individual from the last generation (50) was minimised to remove unneeded mutations, which contributed little to its overall performance, and retuned. Typically this reduced the number of changes needed by about half (T10 31!14, C2050 17!10, GTX580 26!13 and K20 29!10). The speeds of the re-tuned kernels are given in Table 1 under heading Year each was announced by nVidia in column 2. Third column is CUDA compute capability level. Each GPU chip contains a number of identical and more or less independent multiprocessors (column 4). Each MP contains a number of stream processors (cores, column 5) whose speed is given in column 7. Size of on board memory (column 8) is followed by the measured data rate (ECC on) between the GPU and its on board memory in last column. GTX 295 and Tesla K80 are a dual GPUs, performance figures given for one half ''GI''. In each case this gave a significant speed up (last column of Table 1 ) compared to both the original kernel and the original kernel with the best ROWSperTHREAD setting. The speedup of the improved K20 kernel on all of the I2I stereo images is given in Fig. 20 . The speed up for the other five GPUs varies in a similar way to the K20. Across images of the same size and shape as the training data performance is very consistent. The rest of this section describes in detail the evolved code changes. (The busy reader may skip to Sect. 6.) For brevity we describe in detail only one of the evolved CUDA K20 stereo kernels. The best of generation 50 individual changes 6 of the 12 fixed configuration parameters [34, Table 2 ] and includes 23 grammar rule changes. (Parts of the grammar were given in Fig. 7 .) After removing less useful components (Sect. 3.8) four configuration parameters were changed and there were six code changes. See Figs. 21 and 22 .
The four configuration changes are: (1) DPER is enabled. (Thus the new kernel calculates two disparity values in parallel.) (2) disparityPixel and (3) disparityMinSSD are now stored in fast on chip shared memory. (4) XHALO is enabled, meaning the code spreads the work more uniformly over more parallel threads.
The final code changes, Fig. 22 , are:
• disable volatile, potentially allowing more compilation optimisations.
• insert #pragma unroll 11 before for loop on line 262.
• insert #pragma unroll 3 before another for loop on line 359.
• Mutation \ KStereo:cuh 161 [ þ \ KStereo:cuh 224 [ causes line 224 to be inserted before line 161. This replaces a complicated expression by a simpler (and so presumably faster) expression, which itself has no effect on the logic since both are always true. In fact, given the way if(dblockIdx==0) is nested inside another if, the compiler may optimise it away entirely. I.e. evolution has found a way of improving the GPU kernel by removing a redundant expression. The original purpose of ifðX\width && Y\heightÞ was to guard against reading outside array bounds when calculating SSD. However, the array index is also guarded by i\blockDim:x • delete __syncthreads() on line 348. __syncthreads() forces all threads to stop and wait until all reach it. Line 348 is at the end of code which may update (with the smaller of two disparities values) shared variables disparityPixel and disparityMinSSD. In effect evolution has discovered it is safe to let other threads proceed since they will not use the same shared variables before meeting other __syncthreads() elsewhere in the code. Removing synchronisation calls potentially allows greater overlapping of computation and I/O leading to an overall saving. Fig. 21 ). For brevity, except for the kernel's arguments, disparityPixel and disparityMinSSD changes from global to shared memory are omitted
Three dimensional medical imaging
NiftyReg [62] is a comprehensive 2D and 3D medical imaging package. A common requirement is to match patient images either initially against a reference image or during or following treatment against earlier images for the same patient. This matching process is known as image registration and NiftyReg provides sophisticated algorithms for doing this. In order to demonstrate GI we chose a computationally demanding task of registering 3D NMR brain scans. At typical millimetre resolution, each scan contains about 10 million voxels arranged in a cube spanning the patient's head, although only about 10-15 % cover the brain. For offline analysis parallel cloud or cluster computing can be considered, however, they are unsuitable for clinical use, whereas GPUs offer the possibility of in-theatre use since they can be installed close to the brain surgeon and have excellent realtime stable response characteristics. With this in mind NiftyReg had been ported to CUDA, the GPU giving up to a 15 fold speed up (depending on GPU, see data plotted with Â in Fig. 23 ).
Since the CUDA kernel is used as part of an iterative gradient method each active voxel must be calculated exactly. That is, there is no scope for trading precision for speed. In the GI approach, the values calculated for each voxel by the mutated CUDA code is compared with the answer produced by the existing serial code. Despite the computational power of the GPU, the hand optimised CUDA kernel could still take up to 70 % of the elapsed time. The expertly optimised 3D registration CUDA kernel was used as the feedstock by GI, which was run on six different GPUs. Their performance on holdout images (i.e. not used during training) Fig. 23 (note log y-axis) . In each case GI, using evolution and manually coded options, was able to improve the expert hand written code by more than an order of magnitude [44] .
7 Improving BarraCUDA DNA alignment BarraCUDA [29] is a state of the art C?? program which maps short DNA fragments against a reference genome. Aligning (i.e. mapping) short DNA sequences is the first step to assembling a complete DNA sequence for the organism. (Typically a human patient but the process and indeed the software, applies to any living organism. E.g. bacteria, fly or cabbage). Once aligned interesting variations (mutations) in the individual can be found.
High end next generation sequence (NextGen, NGS) DNA scanners can produce in the region of billions of short DNA sequences per day. This is almost as fast as the alignment software can process them and typically parallel processing is essential to keep up.
We use DNA strings generated by The 1000 Genomes Project [13] , which has mapped all common human genetic variation, and alignment against the human reference genome [26] to train an improved version of BarraCUDA [45] .
We concentrate upon the ''aln'' operation in BarraCUDA, which is used to align short DNA sequences (see Fig. 24 ). BarraCUDA's speed comes from the GPU's ability to process hundreds of thousand of DNA queries in parallel. Typically a buffer full (16 MBytes) of query strings are processed in parallel and written to the default output stream stdout before the next group are read from disk. Fig. 24 BarraCUDA reads the compressed reference genome from disk and stores it in the GPU's on board memory. Up to 159,744 DNA query strings are processed in parallel by the exact_match kernel on the GPU. The % 15 % that do not match uniquely are passed to the original split_inexact_match_caller kernel. The principal manual change is to call exact_match kernel. exact_match and common routines are optimised by evolution Off-line BarraCUDA is used to convert the reference genome stored as plain text strings into a prefix table. A prefix table gives the location of every string in the reference which starts with a particular series of DNA characters. If the query sequence is short it may occur many times. Longer strings tend to occur less frequently. Some (even modest length) queries do not occur anywhere in the reference. This happens frequently with real DNA queries due to either (1) mutations which are not in the reference genome and (2) noise. Although long (64 bit) addresses are used to record match locations the prefix table still gives some compression as many strings are repeated many times in natural genomes.
The previous version of BarraCUDA divided the DNA query strings into substrings of at least 32 bytes. So a typical query of 100 base pairs would be split into three roughly equal substrings. These (depending upon the results of the last query) are processed sequentially by the split_inexact_match_caller CUDA kernel (see Fig. 24 ).
split_inexact_match_caller is complicated both internally and externally. The external complication is dealt with by sequential BarraCUDA code on the host, which must keep track of all the multiple potential matches found for the earlier sections of each DNA query sequence (or indeed when no potential matches were found). Where multiple potential matches are reported by split_inex-act_match_caller the host code must decide which are worth exploring further. As in split_inexact_match_caller itself, there are complicated heuristics to trade quality of partial matches against both run-time and the size of data structures used to store them. Internally every parallel thread in split_inexact_match_caller has to keep track of multiple potential matches. split_inexact_match_caller uses a depth first strategy so that the thread keeps exploring the current matches until either it reaches the end of the query sequence or it can find no exact matches in the prefix table. If a thread is told its query string does not exist in the reference genome, it backtracks (again using heuristics) to a suitable branch point and where it tries the next of the three other possible DNA bases and scans forwards again. Note the heavy use of the forward scan operation (part of the ''common code'' in Fig. 24 ) and that although initially in step, each thread acts independently and may quickly diverge from the operation of its neighbours. (SIMT, Sect. 1, does not permit threads to do different things simultaneously. Thus divergence forces some threads to be inactive until all those in the current ''warp'' resynchronise.)
Although the quality of the data is variable, typically about 85 % of DNA queries match exactly once in the reference genome. In the GI version of BarraCUDA the exact_match kernel is used. It is much simpler than split_inexact_-match_caller in that it does not attempt to back track (and so cause threads to diverge) and it is used to process the whole of each query string (rather than chunks of about 32). The remaining 15 % of strings are dealt with by the previous code. Note split_inexact_match_caller also benefits from the GI optimisations to the common code.
After optimisation a single Tesla K20 can process almost two million DNA queries per second, Fig. 25 . This is more than 100 times faster than the BarraCUDA's original speed but this rate excludes slow host and split_inex-act_match_caller operations. Since each base in each DNA string must be looked up in the prefix table and this will require reading at least 64 bytes of global memory (half a K20 cache line) the fastest kernel (Fig. 25 ) is reading at least 1:8 10 6 Â 100 Â 64 ¼ 1:152 10 10 bytes per second (11 GB/s). This compares poorly with the K20's maximum bandwidth, 140 GB/s, see Table 2 , suggesting there is still scope for improvement. RNA folding is one of several Bioinformatics problems that can be solved using Dynamic Programming [55, 58, 59] . RNA is a linear biological polymer whose monomer components bind tightly along the polymer's chain but also bind weakly with each other sideways, see Fig. 26 . How a RNA molecule folds up can be predicted by calculating the maximum self interaction energy. In the Dynamic Programming approach the total energy is the sum of local interactions, i.e. the interaction between chain link i and another link j. The folding configuration which gives the strongest self-binding is the physical shape of the RNA molecule. A symmetric n þ 1 Â n þ 1 square matrix is used to keep track of energy calculations, see Fig. 27 . n is the length of the RNA molecule, typically between 20 and 1000. (In the CompaRNA version of RNAstrand 3 the most popular length is 76 and the median 280,langdon:2015:gispspknots, Fig. 2 ). Dynamic Programming starts in a corner of the matrix and then expands in a diagonal fashion. Thus in the second step, two elements of the matrix are calculated. These are independent and so can be done in parallel. At the third step, three elements of the matrix can be processed in parallel. And so on. Thus potentially Dynamic Programming is well suited to parallel computation such as provided by GPUs. However, the performance of the CUDA version of pknotsRG [72] was disappointing, simply because the Dynamic Programming matrices (and hence the degree of parallelism) is far too small to keep a GPU busy.
The original version of pknotsRG calculates the shape of one RNA molecule at a time. As a proof of concept a Grow and Graft Genetic Programming (GGGP) Fig. 27 Left ðn þ 1Þ Â ðn þ 1Þ Dynamic Programming matrix. Only lower half is used. Active front can be calculated in parallel using from 1 to n þ 1 threads. (n is length of RNA molecule.) Right GPU allows many Dynamic Programming matrices to be calculated in parallel [21, 27] approach was taken whereby the host code was manually changed to request the GPU process all the RNA molecules in parallel. See right hand side of Fig. 27 . Evolution automatically grew a small bit of CUDA code which was inserted into the existing kernel. This graft transformed the kernel so that instead of dealing with one Dynamic Programming matrix at a time it could process (depending upon n) hundreds of thousands of Dynamic Programming matrices in parallel. In the best case this gave a speed up on 10,000 fold, Fig. 28 .
Potentially this transforms computational modelling of RNA. Instead of dealing with RNA molecules one at a time, complete populations of millions of RNA molecules might be simulated.
Discussion

Controlling mutations via grammar versus AST and other representations
In Sects. 4 to 8 a BNF grammar was used to describe the program code being modified and the possible mutations to it. The grammar approach has been widely adopted both for GPU and non-GPU work (e.g. [6, 36, 68] ). In some earlier work which evolved small programs from scratch Koza GP Lisp like S-expression trees were used, e.g. [91] . In the case of Java [64, SectionII.B] argue strongly against a grammar approach and instead suggest that since the Java compiler has already taken care of many syntactic and semantic constraints by the time it generates the Java byte code, it makes sense to evolve the byte code directly (see also [23, 28, 57] ).
Genetic Improvement work at the machine code level has considered Intel x86, ARM [77] and MIPS RISC [80] hardware. Typically genetic operations (delete, insert, swap and crossover) only make use of knowledge about the lengths of machine code instructions. For example, where mutated machine op-codes have different lengths single byte nops are used to minimise disruption. E.g. to avoiding changing the addresses of the targets of jumps. Where this is unavoidable, [77, page320] says the mutants typically have reduced fitness. This problem is avoided with MIPS, since the reduced instruction set computing op-codes are all exactly one word long [80] .
Much of the GI work on automatic bug repair, like our grammar approach, works at the source-level [53] . Rather than representing the program via a grammar, typically CIL is used to analyse the source code and represent it as an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). GP then operates on the AST at the statement level to evolve a list of changes to the AST. Fault localisation heuristics are used to concentrate changes where they are likely to be effective. To evaluate a GP individual's fitness the patch list is applied to the original program's AST and the modified AST is then converted to source code, compiled and the resulting program run on a few (typically less than five) test cases. Alternatively the LLVM compiler may be used to convert source code into its intermediate representation (IR) which is then evolved like the AST produced by CIL [80] .
Since the AST approach inspired our grammar approach, it is natural they should be similar. Notice both manipulate existing human code. Although possible in both, in neither case has it proved necessary to add the ability to generate entirely new code. In both cases almost all failures to compile are caused by variables being out of scope. [53, page961] suggests using semantic checks to avoid such compilation errors. This appears to be similar to the scoping checks described in Sect. 3.7. The bug fixing work typically operates at the statement level, whereas the grammar approach modifies lines of code. Due to the way C programmers code, these are often the same. Since human programmers care a great deal about the layout of their source code, it is conceivable that working with their layout might possibly sometimes give an advantage. In Sects. 4 to 8 additional heuristics were not used to direct genetic operations [46] , however performance profiling has been used elsewhere, e.g. [36] . Although the CIL approach is apparently more elegant, the grammar approach has the pragmatic advantage of working with plain text files, rather than binary data structures, thus all operations, including genetic operations, are readily visible.
Application of genetic improvement outside GPGPU
We have concentrated upon using evolution to improve manually written general purpose GPU software. It is clear that evolutionary computing can be very widely applied to software engineering [20] . In particular genetic improvement [39] has been applied to sequential C/C?? code and in some cases substantial speed ups have been found [36] and in other cases better programs [68] 4 or programs that take Ratio between original speed of CUDA version of pknotsRG and CUDA version after grow and graft change to allow processing multiple sequences in parallel for different RNA lengths. Note log scales less energy [6] or less memory [93] have been evolved. In addition to the foundational work on bug fixing (e.g. [52] ), genetic improvement has been used whilst automatically transplanting code from one application to another [4] , it can reduce the amount of code [31] and has been demonstrated in embedded systems [10, 80, 95] . Future areas might include improving software product lines [56] or approximate computing [63] . These different authors have made different design choices. It is a strength of evolutionary computing that such diverse approaches are successful, however it cannot claim to be optimal. Indeed it seems that the GI representation, operators and selection parameters made in the previous sections are unlikely to be optimal.
Manual effort
Our research has shown the automatic evolution of improved code. It is difficult to quantify precisely how much manual effort was needed, particularly to give the exact balance between coding and research. However, in the first three experiments, gzip, StereoCamera and NiftyReg (Sects. 4, 5, 6), genetic programming was used with little manual intervention. For example, only in the first, the evolution of the CUDA version of gzip, was the grammar hand made. In the later sections on BarraCUDA (Sect. 7) and particularly on the 10,000 fold speed up found with grow and graft GP (Sect. 8), evolution was used to both tune manually inserted hooks as well the original code, or to evolve code at manually designated places. It is difficult to predict how large an improvement might be evolved. Obviously it depends upon the existing software but also on the existing or future hardware. As well as fully automatic evolution, we also have great hopes for the man with machine synergy [19] , as Sect. 8 starts to demonstrate.
Using genetic improvement with other optimization techniques
Although genetic improvement has been demonstrated at lower levels (i.e. machine code, assembly code and Java byte code) a potential advantage of evolving the source code is access to high level tools, particularly the compiler but also other automated optimising tools. For example, the GI version of Bowtie2 [36] was compiled with -O2. In all of the GPU programs we have used nVidia's optimising compiler, nvcc. In principle, other techniques, including commercial tools, could be used inconjunction with genetic improvement. Whilst such tools could be used as the population evolves, they may be computationally expensive. Therefore, for practical reasons it may be that their use is deferred until after the evolution has finished, when they might be just applied to the best of run individual, perhaps after it has been cleaned up and unessential mutations removed (Sect. 3.8).
Applying GI to a new GPU application
If we are starting from a CPU program, the first issue is does a GPU version make sense. Is it possible that any GPU version would be practical? Is there enough parallelism in the task to make it possible to split it into hundreds of thousands of threads? Will those threads be more or less independent? How much data will need to be placed on the GPU? Does your GPU have space for it? How long will it take to transfer it between the host computer and the GPU? At what speed will that data be needed by the GPU processing cores? [49] . Arithmetic intensity is the ratio of instructions performed per data item moved. Typically it is measured in floating point operations, (FLOPs) per byte, F/B. If F/B is much less than one then using GPUs can still make sense but the GPU code may be bandwidth limited and so you will not get close to the GPUs' peak performance. If starting with GPU code, are there key parameters which can be optimised without coding changes? Typically the first one to consider is the number of threads per block. Figure 9 gives an example where all possible values were tried. However typically it is sufficient to try just multiples and sub-multiples of 32. The best value can depend on the GPU used. With more than one parameter the number of sensible options to try rapidly explodes and so you should start to consider using a heuristic search, i.e. to use GI on the parameters. (For example Table 1 shows the effect of tuning both CUDA block size and the algorithm specific ROWSperTHREAD parameter.) Figure 9 shows the parameter space may be rugged and we would expect interactions between key parameters, suggesting simple hill climbing may not be an effective search strategy. This lead us to try a genetic algorithm approach with GI (see Fig. 10 ). Although potentially not giving the full advantages of GI, GPU parameter changes may be easier to integrate into existing systems and may need less testing and be more readily accepted.
A halfway house is to hand code alternatives and let evolution choose between them. For example, in Sect. 7, a cache of recently used bytes had been implemented. You might allow different sizes for this cache and then request evolution to find the best one. (In this case evolution discovered it could dispense with the cache all together, Sect. 3.1.) On a GPU data and threads interact in surprising ways. Optimising one part of the code can interact with other parts, leading its performance to degrade. Even with just a few optimisation targets, these interactions can mean optimisation by hand can rapidly lead to confusion and disappointment.
General lessons
The previous sections have shown that the general GI finding that existing code can be used as its own de-facto specification can also be applied to GPU code. Section 4 showed, at least for modest, but non-trivial, amounts of code it may be possible to use tradition serial (i.e. non-GPU) code as the specification for GPU code and to use it to evolve suitable new GPU code. Sections 5 to 8 used running existing GPU code to define via test cases both what the evolved GPU code should do and set a minimum performance level it should exceed. In principle, an unlimited number of test cases can be generated and the results of running the new GPU code on them can be automatically compared with the results of running the original code (either GPU or serial) on them.
The message on testing is mixed. When inducing functionality from test cases, it seems a small number of frequently replaced tests which cover the desired functionality of the new code may be sufficient. In general using fewer tests will reduce fitness testing effort and so speed evolution. In the absence of regularisation, rapid changing of test cases may avoid overfitting. Rapid random turn over appears to be effective and more sophisticated techniques, such as Gathercole and Ross [16] and Foster [15] , may not be needed. Whereas to optimise code it may be better to have many test cases which emulate the expected operational load. The natural distribution of test cases may be highly non-uniform and so may not be suitable for learning all the functionality. That is, there is a tension between learning and doing well on common cases. One can even imagine a GI system, a bit like Sect. 7, which was optimised for the common cases but left the remaining low frequency exceptions to the original (i.e. unoptimised) code.
Although the NiftyReg package contains many kernels, Sect. 6 concentrates upon one, albeit a computationally demanding one. In future it would be good to show GI being applied in bulk. That is, mass production still needs to be demonstrated.
In BarraCUDA, Sect. 7, we have the first use of GI optimised code. It could also serve as a platform for further experiments. BarraCUDA and BWA's code contains many hand-coded heuristics which curtail the search for matching sections of the human genome or direct it in specific directions. These are complex. They were originally developed for BWA running on serial computers. It may be they need to be retuned for traditional CPUs, CPU vector instructions or for modern GPUs. Also, with the advent of higher speed computers and higher speed DNA scanners, the original compromises between speed and quality of solution may need adjusting [19] . There might be scope for using GI on them. Potentially GI could be used as a hyperheuristics to re-train these hand-coded embedded heuristics.
The 10,000 fold speed up of pknotsRG found in Sect. 8, makes it possible to consider the conformations of millions of short RNA molecules. This should have enabled the GPU version to become the dominant implementation of RNA folding tools. However the base code is no longer supported and is not compatible with more recent implementations.
Conclusions
It has been known for sometime that Genetic Programming can automatically create small but non-trivial programs and functions. E.g. good hashing algorithms [24] , cache management [66] , garbage collection [74] and pseudo random numbers [91] . Indeed large systems can be evolved from components, for example, via web service composition [75] or selectively linking object files [14] . With the advent of Genetic Improvement [51, 92] we have seen that it can automatically repair bugs [2, 89] and find considerable performance advantages [36] in substantial programs. GI is now being demonstrated to improve functional [68] and non-functional properties of existing applications, including reduced energy consumption [7] and reduced memory use [93] .
As we showed in Sect. 3.5, software is not fragile in the sense that any change will break it entirely. Rather although there may be some such fatal changes but if we are prepared to take a population approach, some of the mutated population will continue to work and indeed substantial improvements may evolve.
Effective programming of parallel computers has long been recognised as being hard for people. The economic approach has traditionally been to balance scare expert programmers' time against the cost of the hardware. GPGPU programming suffers twice over under this rule. Firstly GPGPU is rightly regarded as hard and there are few expert CUDA programmers. And secondly, the rational for GPGPU was the falling cost of GPU hardware. Consequently the economic thing is to knock up a quick CUDA kernel which calculates the right answer but not spend programmer time optimising it. It is now becoming more common to leave discovery of the best setting for a key CUDA parameter to automated optimisation [73] . Using modern SBSE [18] techniques, such as Genetic Programming, this can be readily expanded to optimise multiple parameters. However key choices such as data location and layout are usually burnt into the source code and thus not subject to optimisation. Although [81] have shown regular elements in the source code, such as for loops, may be optimised. Here, as well as undirected automatic code modification, we have used manual coding to expose many more aspects of the source code (e.g. data type, data width, data location, texture and cache configuration) to automated optimisation. Notice the goal of the manual code is only that the kernel calculates correct answers, we leave the problem of efficient coding to Genetic Improvement. Indeed we have shown GI can efficiently tune CUDA source code dedicated to a wide range of diverse GPUs.
In Sects. 4 to 8 we concentrated upon evolving improvements to existing GPGPU applications. Firstly demonstrating porting sequential legacy code to GPGPU, and secondly obtaining speedups in some cases from 7 times to 10 4 fold. Whilst initially we showed GP working in a traditional high A-to-I ratio mode with no human help, in the later sections, GI is used with manual coding. This culminated in Sect. 8, where we demonstrate the GGGP approach, in which evolution was directed to where changes might be needed and achieved a speedup of up to ten thousand fold. Whilst BarraCUDA, described in Sect. 7, has been downloaded more than a thousand times, has been incorporated into BioBuilds by Lab7 and has been ported by IBM to their power 8 super computer range. The latest release of BarraCUDA can be downloaded from http://sourceforge.net/ projects/seqbarracuda/?source=typ_redirect [45] .
NiftyReg
pknotsRG
The Genetic Improvement system which evolved the better version of pknotsRG is available via http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/W.Langdon/ftp/gp-code/pknotsGI.tar.gz [35] .
Drawing Trees in a Circular Lattice (like Fig. 18) http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/W.Langdon/lisp2dot.html gives some code to display trees as circular lattices [12] .
GenProg
Le Goues' bug fixing system (Sect. 3) is available at http://genprog.cs.virginia.edu/ [90] .
